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Following up on (Roughgarden et al., 2006), Roughgarden (2009) introduces the idea of a

two-tiered approach to modeling social behavior via analogy to optimal foraging theory. Just

as optimal foraging models represent the evolution of conditional foraging strategies, social

behavior is to be represented as the evolution of conditional reproductive transactions. This

two-tiered approach explicitly represents the dynamics of social decision-making that governs

individual behaviors, as well as the evolution of those social dynamics. More generally, this

conception of a two-tiered modeling approach involves explicitly representing the separate

elements of the functional dynamics of a system and the evolution of that system.

Here I explore some theoretical questions regarding the development of a two-tier

modeling approach. I begin by raising the question of what motivates the proposed

integration of functional and evolutionary dynamics (§1). I then indicate how the answer to

that question influences the scope of the project (§2). Finally, I consider how the move to a

two-tiered approach a!ects the feasibility of model-testing (§3).

1 The Motivation for Two Tiers

A basic question to ask of the development of a new modeling approach regards the

motivation for the new approach. For the proposed two-tier modeling approach, the question
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of motivation takes the form of the question: why integrate dynamics? In other words,

why attempt to represent simultaneously the functional dynamics that govern physiological,

developmental or behavioral traits alongside the evolutionary dynamics that influence those

traits? My aim here is not to answer this question, but to clarify the nature of the question

and distinguish two possible answers.

One possible motivation for the development of a new modeling approach is the

recognition of inadequacies in existing approaches. That is, other modeling approaches

may not be able to accurately represent some class of systems. I’ll refer to this as the

shortcomings motivation. When a new modeling approach integrates two previously

independent classes of models, as does the two-tiered approach under investigation here,

the shortcomings motivation suggests that some systems cannot be adequately represented

without explicitly and simultaneously taking into account both levels of dynamics. This can

be illustrated with a simple example from game theory. Not all evolutionary stable states are

Nash equilibria (Maynard Smith, 1982). When the two diverge, attempts to represent the

functional dynamics of the game with classical game theory does not adequately represent

the evolutionary scenario. The shortcomings can be overcome only by representing the

evolutionary dynamics of the game.

The shortcomings motivation would play out similarly for the two-tiered approach

currently under development. It may be the case that solely representing the functional

dynamics of a physical, behavioral or developmental system will not yield an accurate model.

It may be that taking into account how the system evolves is essential for producing a model

with any degree of accuracy. Conversely, and probably more to the point, the pursuit of

a two-tiered approach may grow out of a felt need to incorporate the functional dynamics

on an individual timescale in order to produce successful evolutionary models. For the

remainder of this paper, I will focus on this latter version of the shortcomings motivation.

If this motivates the development of a two-tiered modeling approach, then employing the
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new approach involves an implicit criticism of existent evolutionary models of the trait(s) in

question. Some comments in (Roughgarden, 2009) seem to suggest a motivation along these

lines for a two-tiered approach to modeling social behavior; e.g., Roughgarden references

“the need to place genes at arm’s length from behavior” (2009, p. 135).

Yet the shortcomings of existing models are not the only conceivable motivation for

the development of an integrated modeling approach. Even if it is possible to separately

represent the functional dynamics and the evolutionary dynamics, integrated models may

have an important role to play. A single model that integrates the evolutionary and functional

dynamics of a system more fully represents the dynamics that brought about the trait(s)

in question than either of the single tiered models does. The development of an integrated

modeling approach thus may be motivated by the desire to simultaneously represent aspects

of a process that otherwise must be considered separately. I’ll call this the synthesis

motivation.

Consider how, for evolutionary game theory, a polymorphism of pure strategies and

a uniform population of mixed strategies are indistinguishable (Maynard Smith, 1982).

Understanding the evolutionary dynamics thus may not yield a full comprehension of

a phenotypic outcome, even if the representation of the evolutionary game is accurate.

Prominent features of the population are left unspecified: is the population uniform

or polymorphic? Are individual strategies consistent or conditional? Intuitively, some

functional dynamics are needed to round out the picture provided by a depiction of the

evolutionary dynamics. This is an instance of the synthesis motivation for an integrated

model.

The two-tiered approach under consideration similarly may be motivated by an interest

in a synthetic representation of functional and evolutionary dynamics. Even if evolutionary

models and models of individual-level functioning successfully represent their separate

domains, they may miss something of interest, viz., how functional and evolutionary
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dynamics combine in the target systems. When that combination is a focal interest,

integrated representation is called for.

I have outlined the shortcomings motivation and the synthesis motivation in a way that

may suggest that they are mutually exclusive options. This is not so. There is no need

for either shortcomings of existing models or a focus on synthesis to universally motivate

the adoption of a two-tiered approach. In some situations, the shortcomings of existing

models may demand integration, whereas other times integration may simply provide a

useful synthesis of the dynamics. Nonetheless, it is worthwhile to clarify the motivation

for developing a two-tiered model in individual circumstances. This will clarify the role

to be played by the model and the relationship between the integrated model and other

approaches. These points are elaborated in §2 below.

This distinction between the shortcomings motivation and the synthesis motivation can

also be framed in terms of idealizations. Evolutionary models that do not represent functional

dynamics must incorporate idealizations that stand in for those dynamics. For instance, an

evolutionary model of behavior might employ the idealization of an unmediated, one-to-one

relationship between behaviors and genotypes. Roughgarden (2009) says,

It’s tempting to imagine that behavior has a genetic component similar to

morphology. If there’s a gene for eye color, or hair color, why not a gene for

territoriality, for chirping sweetly in the morning, or for squawking fiercely during

disputes? (2009, p. 135)

Of course, even the morphological examples are idealizations: there is no single gene for eye

color. Yet some species of models can successfully idealize the genetic basis of morphological

traits in this way. Is the same true for the genetic basis of behavioral traits? The

answer to this question distinguishes between the shortcomings motivation and the synthesis

motivation for integrated behavioral models.
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The shortcomings motivation for integrated models implies that simple idealizations

do not adequately substitute for the rich functional dynamics. The idealization of the

functional dynamics leads to an inaccurate representation of the evolutionary dynamics.

For the present example of behavioral dynamics, this would mean that employing the

idealization of a gene for, e.g., sweet chirping is unsuccessful—that this leads to a failed

evolutionary model. In contrast, the synthesis motivation does not have this implication.

Perhaps the heritability of sweet chirping can be represented as genetically encoded without

compromising the representation of the evolutionary dynamics. Nonetheless, the functional

dynamics that in fact lead to sweet chirping may be too rich, too much of the story, to

reasonably ignore. An interest in synthetic representation thus may motivate an integrated

two-tiered approach, regardless of whether the functional dynamics could have been ignored.

In summary, the shortcomings motivation and the synthesis motivation for integrated models

can be distinguished according to whether simple idealizations can successfully substitute

for the full functional dynamics at work.

2 The Scope of the Project

The motivation for developing two-tiered models of evolved traits has implications for the

scope of that project. The shortcomings motivation implies that evolutionary models that

neglect functional dynamics are empirically inadequate. Consequently, to the extent that the

shortcomings motivation grounds the development of a two-tiered approach, this justifies a

broad scope for the project. If existing evolutionary models are empirically inadequate, then

two-tiered models are incontrovertible improvements. The shortcomings motivation justifies

the wholesale replacement of existing models with two-tiered models. The scope of the

project is less immediately obvious if the synthesis motivation partially or entirely grounds

the development of a two-tiered approach. In my view, di!erences between the synthesis
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motivation and the shortcomings motivation determines whether an integrated two-tiered

approach is intended to supplement or supplant other evolutionary models.

Levins’s (1966) discussion of the strategy of model-building provides a convenient

framework for developing this point. Levins argues that the best approach to modeling

in population biology is not the “brute force” approach, where a model is constructed to

include as many of the complex dynamics as is possible. Instead, models reflect a tradeo!

between the competing desiderata of generality, realism and precision. Generality can be

understood as the range of target systems to which the model applies; realism might be taken

to mean the accuracy of the model’s representation of the causal dynamics; and precision

refers to the fineness of specification (Levins, 1966; Orzack and Sober, 1993; Weisberg, 2006).

One important di!erence between Levins’s view and the brute force approach is

the implication that models may sacrifice a degree of precision, or even realism, for a

compensatory gain in generality. This is the important point for present purposes. I will

set aside the issue of whether models must necessarily sacrifice precision or realism in order

to be more general. (For criticism of Levins (1966) on that point, see Orzack and Sober

(1993).) For the example at hand, the inverse relationship between realism and generality

is clear. Two-tiered models that represent both functional and evolutionary dynamics, if

accurate, are more realistic and less general than models that solely represent evolutionary

dynamics. Two-tiered models have the potential to be more realistic—to more fully represent

the causal dynamics of a system—in virtue of the fact that they do not abstract away from

or idealize the functional dynamics. They are potentially less general due to the possibility of

evolutionary dynamics coupled to di!erent functional dynamics. Evolutionary models can

apply to scenarios with similar evolutionary dynamics but di!erent functional dynamics,

whereas two-tiered models do not generalize in this way.

As an illustration, recall how evolutionary dynamics may not distinguish between an

evolutionary stable state comprised of a polymorphic population of pure strategies versus a
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uniform population of mixed strategies. Specifying the functional dynamics at once increases

realism, as the system is more fully represented, and diminishes generality, as the model no

longer applies to systems with di!erent functional dynamics. This point can also be put

in terms of idealizations. Compare a model that represents the evolutionary dynamics and

idealizes the functional dynamics to a model that represents both the evolutionary and

functional tiers. The latter two-tiered approach incorporates fewer idealizations, but this

increase in realism limits the model’s applicability to those systems with di!erent functional

dynamics.

All of this suggests that the synthesis motivation warrants only a limited role for a two-

tiered modeling approach. If greater generality sometimes licenses a sacrifice in realism,

then single tiered models sometimes are preferable to two-tiered integrated models. This

seems plausible. Prima facie, it seems there’s some value to decoupling the evolutionary

and functional dynamics, when they can be decoupled. The synthesis motivation for two-

tiered models, as opposed to the shortcomings motivation, suggests that such a decoupling

is possible.

Hence, if the synthesis motivation is primary, then the scope of the project is accordingly

limited. The synthesis motivation suggests that two-tiered integrated models should

supplement, rather than supplant, existing evolutionary models. The development of more

realistic models for traits that result from rich evolutionary and functional dynamics is

certainly valuable. Yet if synthesis is the main motivation, the end goal should not be the

replacement of simpler, more idealized evolutionary models, but the expansion of modeling

approaches available. Which approach is called for will depend on the goals of the modeler.

In (Potochnik, 2007, forthcoming), I argue that simpler, more idealized models play an

important explanatory role. Perhaps models that focus solely on evolutionary dynamics are

warranted when the exact nature of the functional dynamics is not focal for the research

program at hand.
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In §1 I emphasized that the development of two-tiered models may well be the product of

both the shortcomings motivation and the synthesis motivation. That is, the motivation for

model integration may di!er on a case-by-case basis. The present discussion demonstrates

how establishing the motivation for developing an integrated model is relevant to determining

the role to be played by that model, viz., whether the integrated model supplants or

supplements other approaches.

To summarize, the fruitful development of an integrated model may not warrant the

replacement of a simpler evolutionary model of the trait in question. The shortcomings

motivation does suggest that integrated models should supplant simpler evolutionary models.

On the other hand, if the integration occurs as a result of the synthesis motivation, this does

not preclude the value of the more heavily idealized model that neglects functional dynamics.

A simpler evolutionary model may be less realistic than an integrated model, but it has a

correspondingly more general range of application. Integrated two-tiered models may simply

supplement existing models. This suggests that a worthwhile project may be to establish the

range of behavioral and other traits for which the neglect of functional dynamics impedes

accurately representing the evolutionary dynamics, and the range of traits for which neglect

of functional dynamics is possible.

3 Testing Two-Tiered Models

There is a related methodological question that warrants investigation. The possibility

that an integrated model and a pure evolutionary model of the same trait may coexist,

each suited to a di!erent purpose, creates room to evaluate the relative merits of each

approach. One consideration is how the move to an integrated model a!ects model-

testing. Optimality and game-theoretic models—including the optimal foraging models

that Roughgarden (2009) compares to a two-tiered approach—have often been criticized
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as mere “just-so” stories. This criticism is developed by Gould and Lewontin (1979) and

others. Maynard Smith’s (1982) response is to caution that optimality and game-theoretic

models should properly take into account any existing constraints. This requires the careful

examination of particular assumptions involved in optimality and game-theoretic models. My

question, then, is whether the integration of functional dynamics creates more opportunities

to test the accuracy of a model, or whether it has the opposite e!ect via the introduction of

additional unmotivated assumptions.

The parameters of optimality and game-theoretic models that should be tested to avoid

the charge of unwarranted assumptions include, e.g., the details of the fitness function,

the assumption of phenotypic variability in the trait in question, and the assumption

that this variation is heritable. There is debate surrounding the extent to which testing

these parameters in necessary (e.g., Orzack and Sober 1994; Brandon and Rausher 1996;

Orzack and Sober 1996). Further, the nature and extent of corroboration required for

individual model components may depend upon the use to which the model is put (Seger

and Stubblefield, 1996; Potochnik, 2009). Nonetheless, careful model development and at

least some degree of corroboration for model parameters should be involved in the optimality

approach.

My discussion in §2 of the realism of two-tiered models involved some hedging: I said

that such models may be more realistic. It was the present concern that I had in mind.

An integrated model that incorporates functional dynamics is only more realistic if the

representation of the functional dynamics is accurate. If a two-tiered model simply builds in

uncorroborated assumptions about the functional dynamics, there is no guarantee of accurate

representation, i.e., no reason to expect greater realism. Assumptions about the functional

dynamics of a system must be corroborated, just as assumptions about the evolutionary

dynamics must be.

Social selection theory, as outlined in (Roughgarden et al., 2006; Roughgarden, 2009),
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can serve to illustrate this point. On the level of functional dynamics, social selection theory

posits a network of transactions that maximize reproductive potential, transactions that are

mediated by communication:

Through reciprocal calls and physical intimacy, players perceive team fitness and

act accordingly rather than play solely as individuals. Communication during

courtship permits bargaining and promises of side payments (Roughgarden et al.,

2006, p. 966-7).

This passage points out some of the assumptions that social selection theory makes

about the functional dynamics—that players can perceive “team” fitness and adjust their

behaviors accordingly; that communication fundamentally alters those behaviors; etc. These

assumptions, as well as many others, would need to be corroborated in order to demonstrate

that a two-tiered social selection model realistically represents the functional dynamics of

reproductive behavior.

Regarding testing the components of optimality and game-theoretic models, I suggested

above that the degree of corroboration required varies with the uses to which models are

put. For example, optimality models may be used at an early stage of investigation, when

there is little data about a population, in order to explore various adaptive hypotheses.

This preliminary use of optimality models requires much less corroboration of its separate

components, for the models are not used to ground definitive claims about the actual

evolutionary dynamics. A similar exploratory use seems reasonable for two-tiered models

that integrate functional dynamics. Roughgarden (2009), for instance, is careful to note the

assumptions that she avails herself of without thorough empirical grounding.

There is, however, a further wrinkle with the preliminary, exploratory use of integrated

models. I argued in §2 that, at least in the case of the synthesis motivation, the main

benefit of moving to an integrated model is increased realism. This suggests that it is even

more essential for integrated models to be employed with an eye toward securing realistic
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representation. Unmotivated assumptions should be carefully highlighted, so that their

exploratory role is properly recognized. The eventual aim must be to corroborate those

assumptions, to the end of securing realistic representation. Otherwise integrated models

fall prey to the criticism, parallel to the common criticism of the optimality approach, that

they simply generate just-so stories about the functional dynamics.

So, because the integration of functional dynamics into an evolutionary model requires

numerous additional assumptions, those assumptions must be corroborated to ensure the

accurate representation of functional dynamics. Yet there are two sides of this coin. The

heightened need for corroboration can also be seen as a newly created opportunity. Insofar

as two-tiered models aim for a greater degree of realism, they open up new opportunities for

testing claims at the behavioral and developmental levels.

The parallel with optimal foraging theory is illustrative here as well. Stephens and Krebs

(1986) suggest that an important benefit of optimal foraging models is that they create the

opportunity to systematically develop optimality hypotheses, which facilitates the careful

evaluation of those hypotheses. Somewhat paradoxically, the approach that has been reviled

as nothing more than the creation of just-so stories actually can be used to separate the

wheat from the cha!. Systematically developed optimality models can be used to distinguish

promising adaptive hypotheses from unmotivated just-so stories.

Integrated models are well-positioned to do the same for claims about the proximate

influences on behaviors, social negotiations, and other traits. Traditional game-theoretic

representations of behaviors neglect these functional dynamics. The passage from (Rough-

garden et al., 2006) quoted above continues:

The distinction between our proposition and previous work is apparent in the

use of the word cooperative, which means only a mutually beneficial outcome in

previous work but describes a process of perceiving and playing the game in our

work (2006, p. 967)
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With the advent of a two-tiered approach, “cooperation” is no longer defined simply

as mutually advantageous to fitness. Instead, cooperation involves a non-trivial claim

about functional dynamics. Cooperation occurs when animals’ behavior leads to individual

advantage via securing team advantage—when animals act in the interest of a team.

This is just one illustration of how two-tiered models may open up the possibility of

evaluating hypotheses about the determiners of animal behavior. By striving for greater

realism in the representation of functional dynamics, integrated models create space for

di!erent hypotheses about how functional dynamics lead to the observed outcomes. Opening

up this additional dimension of representation involves formulating nontrivial claims about

the determiners of animal behavior. Those claims must be corroborated in order to be taken

seriously. However, they also change the shape of the playing field. Just as optimality

models create the opportunity to systematically develop and evaluate adaptive hypotheses,

integrated two-tier models create the opportunity to systematically develop and evaluate

hypotheses about how fitness-outcomes are realized. For instance, di!erent behavioral

dynamics may lead to a mutually beneficial outcome. If (Roughgarden et al., 2006;

Roughgarden, 2009) are right, we may decide that only the mutually beneficial outcomes that

arise from team-play deserve the honorific of “cooperation.” Regardless of what decision is

made, the opportunity to decide only manifests itself once an integrated modeling approach

is adopted.
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